ID) schemes are proposed. A significant coding gain is achieved without bandwidth expansion, when exchanging information between the VLC and the coded modulation decoders with the advent of iterative decoding. With the aid of using independent interleavers for the In-phase and Quadrature phase components of the complex-valued constellation, further diversity gain may be achieved. The performance of the proposed schemes is evduated when communicating over both AWGN and Rayleigb fading channels. Explicitly, at BER=lO-' most of the proposed schemes have BER curves around 2 dBs away from the channel capacity limit.
INTRODUCTION Trellis Coded Modulation (TCM) [I, 21 and Turbo TCM ('ITCM)
[2, 31 constitute bandwidth-efficient joint channel coding and modulation schemes, which were originally designed for transmission over Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channels. Set Partitioning (SP) based phasor constellation labelling W~F used in these schemes in order to increase the minimum Euclidean distance between the encoded information bits in the signal-space. A symbol-based turbo interleaver and a symbol-based channel interleaver were utilised for the sake of achieving time diversity, when communicating over Rayleigh fading channels. Another powerful Coded Modulation (CM) scheme utilising bit-based channel interleaving in conjunction with Gray signal labelling. which is referred to as Bit-Interleaved Coded Modulation (BICM), was proposed in [4, 51. It combines conventional non-systematic convolutional codes with several independent bit interleavers. The number of parallel bit-interleaven used equals the number of channel coded bits in a symbol [2,4]. Recently. iteratively decoded BICM using SP based signal labelling, referred to as BICM-ID bas also been proposed [6] .
In an effolt to increase the achievable time diversity, a multidimensional TCM scheme utilising a symbol interleaver and two encoders was proposed in [71, where the individual encoders generate the In-phase (I) and Quadrature-phase (Q) components of the complex transmitted signal, respectively. Another TCM scheme using constellation rotation was proposed in [SI. which utilised two separate channel interleavers for interleaving the I and Q components of the complex transmitted signals. but assumed the absence of I/Q crosscoupling. when communicating over Rayleigh fading channels. Explicitly, IIQ cross-coupling is the phenomenon imposed by convolvfinancial support of both the EPSRC. Swindon UK and the EU under the auspices of the Phoenix project is gratefully acknowledged.
ing the transmitted signal with the complex-valued Channel Impulse Response (CIR) where the I (or Q) component of the received signal becomes dependent on both the I and Q components of the transmitted signals. The technique of invoking separate I and Q interleaving and optimally rotating the constellation in order to increase the achievable diversity gain was first proposed in [9]. This type of diversity was referred to as modulation diversity or signal-space diversity in [IO] , where a significant performance improvement was achieved in the context of both an uncoded system [IO] voked as the outer code and a convolutional code was utilised as the inner code. However, the explicit knowledge of the number of VLC output bits per transmission frame is required for the VLC's bit-based trellis decoding, which has to be signalled to the decoder, reducing both the compression efficiency and the ermr resilience.
In order to improve the bandwidth and power efficiency of the joint sourcelchannel coding scheme contrived in [14] . in this conrriburion we proposed the novel concepr of amalgamored source-coding. channel-coding arid modularion. The performance benefits of the scheme will be demonslrated in the context of a range of CM arrangements, namely TCM-VLC, lTCM-VLC, BICM-VLC and BICM-ID-VLC, which invokes TCM. lTCM, BICM and BICM-ID coded modulation as the inner constituent code. Note that unlike the iterative BICM-ID scheme, the non-iterative BICM scheme of [I31 does not benefit from IQ-interleaving. Therefore, in our investigations we will also invoke the IQ-TCM, IQ-TTCM and IQ-BICM-ID scheme of [I31 as the inner COnStiNent code for the sake of attaining additional IQdiversity, when communicating over Rayleigh fading channels. Note that the signal-space diversity or IQ-diversity has also been incorpo-0-7803-8255-2/04/$20.00 OD204 IEEE. 
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
We employ the reversible VLC codes from [ 161, where the codewords are C = {00,11,010,101,0110} associated with the source symbol sequence of U = {0,1,2,3,4}. Specifically, the longest VLC codeword length is l , , , = 4. The associated entrophy is 2.14 bitslsymhol and the average codeword length is 2.46 bits, giving a coding rate of R,I, = 2.1412.46 = 0.87. The VLC outer encoder of Fig m is the number of original VLCmcoded bits per CM coded symbol. l,,,, is the longest VLC codeword length and Ls,de is the number of bits required for conveying the side information related to the number of VLC output bits per transmission frame to the VLC decoder. Furthermore, Ldunrny number of zero-valued dummy bits are concatenated to the VLC output bit sequence, such that we have Lb,* + Ldvmml + Lsfde = 2048m bits. In an' effort to render our investigations as realistic as possible, the side information related to the number of VLC output bits per transmission frame conveying the VLCs is explicitly signalled to the decoder by repeating the hits three times for the sake of majority logic based detection and then further protected by the CM scheme. The resultant 2048m number of bits representing the VLC output bits, dummy bits and side information bits are mated as input bits of the CM encoder. which has a coding rate of R,, = $& and employs a 2"f'-level modulation scheme. . This is a relatively simple and time-invariant trellis s m cm e . For a VLC sequence, which consists of N bits, the trellis can be terminated after N sections. Since the trellis describing the VLC source code can be considered as the trellis of a channel code, which consists of code words having a length of N , the bit-baed Maximum Aposteriori Probability (MAP) [2] algorithm can be used for computing the a posteriori probability for each bit value and then fed back to the coded modulation decoder.
The novel decoder smcture of the (IQ-)TTCM-VLC scheme is illustrated in Figure 3 . where there are three constituent decoders, each labelled with a round-bracketed index. Symbol-based and bitbased MAP algorithms [2] operating in the logarithmic-domain are employed by the TCM decoders and by the VLC decoder, respectively. The denote the interleaver and deinterleaver, while the subscript s o r b denote the symbol-based or bit-based nature of the interleaver, respectively. Furthermore, r and r-' denote LLR-to-symbol and symbol-to-LLR probability conversion, while R and R-' denote the addition and deletion of the LLRs of the side information and dummy bits. The notations 'ip and rrb denote the BICM scheme's independent parallel bit interleavers and the VLC scheme's bit interleaver, respectively, while T-' denotes bit deinterleaver. Furthermore, P and ly-' denote serial-toparallel and parallel-to-serial conversion. while R and R-' denote the addition and deletion of the LLRs of the side information and dummy bits.
where the extrinsic component E3 conmbuting to A' is the symbolOnly the extrinsic LLR L2 is passed back to the 'ITCM decoder. interleaved version of E" conmbuting to A'. The a posteriori infor-The VLC decoder's extrinsic LLR Lz is concatenated with the LLRs mation of the m-bit systematic part of an (m + 1)-bit l T C M symbol of the side information, where the latter component is represented by provided by the second TCM decoder is then symbol-deinterleaved zeros in the LLR-domain, since the corresponding probabilities are and converted to LLRs. assumed to be 0.5. Furthermore, the LLRs of the dummy zero bits are the CO,,,,,,enCement of n c decoding, the side information concatenated as large negatiM; LLR values. Finally, LLR-to-symbol conveying the number of VLC output bits in the transmission frame probability conversion is invoked for generating E3. At the final outer has be extracted. H~~~~, based on the side information segment of iteration, a maximum likelihood sequence estimation based on L: is the ~C M decoded a posteriori LLR~, the number of dummy bits invoked for yielding the original uncoded information bits. By the and the number OSVLC output bits has to be men only the Same token, an (IQ-)TCM-VLC decoder structure is similar to that a posteriori L L R~ associated with the VLC bit sequence are passed of Figure 3 , with the simplification that the second TCM decoder is on to the VLC decoder. me a priori LLR of a VLC.co&d bit is removed and the a posteriori information of the first TCM decoder constituted by the sum of the intrinsic LLRs of both TCM decoders. is passed directly to the symbol-to-LLR probability converter.
which is shown in Figure 3 . On the other hand, the BICM-VLC decoder structure is similar to that of Figure 4 , with the simplification that there is no internal iteration between the demodulator and the BICM decoder.
SIMULATION RESULTS
We evaluated the performance of the proposed schemes using both 4-level Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (4QAM) and 16-level QAM (16QAM) in the context of the @-state TCM scheme of [I] . the 64-state BICM scheme of [4] as well as invoking an iterative I-state 'ITCM arrangement using four decoding iterations [3] and an 8-state BICM-ID arrangement employing eight decoding iterations [6] . These CM parameters were chosen for the sake of maintaining a similar decoding complexity, since the total number of trellis-stages was identical [ 121. We also set the maximum number of outer iterations between the CM decoder and the VLC decoder to four, where an outer iteration is constituted by one CM decoding and one VLC decoding operation. The effective throughput of the system is 1 x R,,, = 0.87 and 3 x = 2.61 Bit Per Symbol (BPS). when 4QAM and I6QAM CM-VLC schemes are employed, respectively. The Bit Error Ratio (BER) versus signal to noise ratio per hit, namely Eb/No, performance of the proposed schemes having an effective throughput of 2.61 BPS andcommunicatingover AWGN channels is shown in Figure 5 . As illustrated in Figure 5 , all the CM-VLC schemes attain an iteration gain, when the number of outer iterations is increased from one to four. During the first iteration, before any feedback is provided by the VLC decoder. the best performer at B E R z~O -~ is BICM-ID-VLC. followed by 7TCM-VLC. TCM-VLC and BICM-VLC. Owing to the different code slructure of the various CM schemes, the iteration gain of each CM-VLC scheme is different. Therefore. after the fourth iteration, the best to poorest performance order has changed to TCM-VLC. TTCM-VLC, BICM-VLC and BICM-ID-VLC. The same performance trends can also be observed in the context of the Symbol Error Ratio (SER) measured in terms of the Levenshtein distance [ 181, which is defined as the min. imum number of insertions, deletions or substitutions required for transforming one symbol sequence into another. However, the SER performance curves were not shown here for reasons of space economy.
7he BER versus Et,/No performance of the proposed (IQ-)CM-VLC schemes having an effective throughput of 2.61 BPS and communicating over uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channels is shown in Figure 6 . At B E R z~O -~ the hest performer during the first iteration is IQ-BICM-ID-VLC, fallowed by IQ-TTCM-VLC, 'ITCM-VLC. BICM-ID-VLC, BICM-VLC, IQ-TCM-VLC and TCM-VLC. Again, all schemes benefit from invoking the outer iterative decoding loop. After the founh iteration, the performance order is 7TCM-VLC, IQ-TTCM-VLC, BICM-VLC, BICM-ID-VLC, IQ-BICM-ID-VLC, IQ-TCM-VLC and TCM-VLC. Note in Figure 6 that during the first iteration, all IQ-CM-VLC schemes exhibit a better performance than their CM-VLC counterparts, which is an added benefit of their IQ-diversity gains. However, the IQ-diversity gain advantage of Q'ITCM-VLC and IQ-BICM-ID-VLC gradually eroded, as the number of outer iterations was increased from one to four, since a near-Gaussian performance was attained. Nonetheless. as seen in Figure 6 , the BER floor of IQ-'ITCM-VLC and IQ-BICM-ID-VLC is still lower than that of their non-IQinterleaved c o u n t e r p~s , exhibiting a BER below IO-'. As shown in Figure 6 , the TCM-based I6QAM scheme exhibits an error floor &7803-8255-2/61/520.M) 02004 IEEE. Table I : Coding gain values of the proposed (IQ-)CM-VLC schemes. The performance of the best scheme is printed in bold. The term 'perfect coding' refers to unlimited coding and decoding effort [I] which leads to the error-free performance at channel capacity Limits.
owing to the existence of uncoded bits in the 16QAM symbol. Al.
though the iterative decoding procedure exchanging information between TCM and VLC subsequently improves the attainable coding gains. the error floor of TCM-VLC after the first and founh iterations remains similar. On the other hand, the IQ-TCM-VLC scheme is capable of providing a significantly lower error floor compared to that of TCM-VLC. Again. the SER performance c w e of CM-VLC exhibits a similar performance trend to that of Figure 6 . Specifically, the n C M -V L C I6QAM scheme utilising four outer iterations is the best performer in terms of both the achievable BER and SER, when communicating over uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channels. The coding gain values of the proposed schemes using 4QAM and I6QAM after the founh outer iteration are tabulated in Table 3 . When compared to the channel capacity limit of the 4QAM and I6QAM modulation schemes at the effective throughput of0.87 and 2.6 I BPS I, we can see that most of the proposed schemes have a BER performance about 2 dBs from the corresponding capacity limit. In fact, the proposed BICM-ID-VLC 4QAM scheme is only 1.63 dBs away from the AWGN channel capacity limit of 4QAM at BER= when attaining an effective throughput of 0.87 BPS.
CONCLUSIONS
In this contribution the novel concept of amalgamated source-coding, channel-coding and modulation was proposed. The achievable performance benefits were demonstrated in the context of the novel (IQ-) CM-VLC schemes advocated, which are suitable for transmissions over both AWGN and uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channels. It was shown that the proposed schemes are capable of providing a low BER performance, while performing about 2 dBs from the channel capacity limits at the same effective throughput. Although the additional coding gain provided by the IQ-diversity reduces, as the number of outer iterations increases, nonetheless, a lower error floor is achievable by the IQ-CM-VLC scheme compared to the CM-VLC scheme. It is therefore beneficial to integrate the source-coding, channel-coding 'These values were computed based on [I. 51.
